2018 TASTING AUSTRALIA VOLUNTEER TERMS AND CONDITIONS
On confirmation of joining the 2018 Tasting Australia team as a volunteer you will be working with
us under the following terms and conditions:
•

I acknowledge for insurance purposes, I am only covered by the South Australian Tourism
Commission’s Public Liability insurance in the case of accident or injury. I also acknowledge for
insurance purposes that I am not covered by insurance on travel to and from the event and the
event organiser does not cover transport costs unless otherwise specified by the Event Manager.

•

I understand that I will be under the supervision and direction of a representative or agent of
the South Australian Tourism Commission undertaking tasks outlined in the Agreement.

•

I understand and agree to follow the WHS guidelines contained within the Personnel Manual to
be issued at, or prior to induction and orientation.

•

I agree to follow reasonable requests and directions given in order to perform the set tasks to
the best of my ability and assist other volunteers with tasks as required.

•

I agree to follow directions given in relation to the safe performance of tasks and undertake to
perform these tasks in a lawful way that does not endanger my safety or the safety of others by
any act or omission.

•

If I am involved in an incident/accident I will complete the incident report form located with my
supervisor within 24 hours.

•

Where I am unsure of tasks to be performed or how those tasks are to be performed I will seek
clarification from the South Australian Tourism Commission representation I report to.

•

If I am required to drive a vehicle as part of my role, I agree to hold a current and valid driver’s
license (non-endorsed) and will adhere to any policies laid out by the South Australian Tourism
Commission or rental company agreement.

•

I agree to be courteous and helpful towards other volunteers and/or to those whom I am
providing a service. I understand the trust placed in me and at all times I will act in the best
interest of and respect the property and the rights of the South Australian Tourism Commission,
its officers and its customers.

•

I understand that I must not talk to or divulge to the media or any other person any confidential
information which they acquire or have acquired whilst volunteering. Confidential information
includes intellectual property and trade secrets or information of commercial value, when that
value would diminish or a person would be unfairly advantaged in commercial dealings with the
South Australian Tourism Commission or the government if it was disclosed.

•

I accept that the South Australian Tourism Commission will retain the right to use my services or
not use my services as a volunteer as it sees fit.

•

I consent to the publication of photographs and video taken of me during the event for SATC
marketing purposes;

•

I have disclosed details of convictions or findings of guilt and understand that the SATC may
subject me to a National Criminal History Check, which is a summary of my relevant criminal
history;

•

I acknowledge that my appointment as a volunteer is conditional on my consent to a National
Criminal History Check; and

•

I understand that my appointment as a volunteer may be terminated by the SATC (in its absolute
discretion) if my criminal history results present an unacceptable risk to the event.

•

I hereby acknowledge and agree to abide by the above undertaking and that I have read and
understood the conditions as contained in this document.

